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Introduction

Computer science and physics are concerned with systems
undergoing local interactions.
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Main idea. These procedures, and others, can be exactly
characterized in terms of defects between 1d and 2d topological
cobordisms.
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States and properties
Let S represent an interesting physical or computational system.
Let I represent the trivial system.

A state of S is given by a process σ : I → S.
A property is given by a process π : S → I.

It is useful to draw these processes graphically:

σ

π

Time goes upwards in these pictures.

Their composite tells us whether property π can hold in state σ.

I If S is a set and σ, π are spans, this is an integer.

I If S is a Hilbert space and σ, π are linear maps, this is a
complex number giving a probability amplitude.
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Strings and correlation

A state σ of S × S′ is perfectly correlated if there is a property π
satisfying the following conditions:

σ

π

= =

We can use a topological notation, just say that we are working
with a 1d topological field theory.

I Sets and spans. If S = S′ = {0, 1}, then
σ = {00} ∪ {11} π = {00} ∪ {11}

I Hilbert spaces and linear maps. If S = S′ = C2, then
σ = |00〉 + |11〉 π = 〈00| + 〈11|

This is quantum entanglement.
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We want to be able to manipulate information in basic ways.

In particular, we want to be able to copy, compare and delete
information. We can represent these processes graphically:

copy compare delete

We might imagine these acting on some set S as spans:

copy : {s} 7→ {s, s}

compare : {s, t} 7→ δs,t{s}

delete : {s} 7→ 1

How can we axiomatize these operations?
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Surfaces and logic

These copying, comparing and deleting processes satisfy some
interesting equations:

= = =

Associativity Unit

= =

Frobenius law Commutativity

These are the laws obeyed by surfaces up to homeomorphism!
So we need exactly a 2d topological field theory.
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Interactions

Suppose we have both 1d and 2d topological field theories.
Then we can consider interactions, or ‘defects’, between them.

We will consider 3 basic defect types:

Storage Retrieval Controlled
operation

We require these to be invertible, because all processes in physics
and computer science are (arguably) reversible at a fundamental level.
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Models

How do these abstract processes relate to real computation?

I We choose symmetric monoidal 2-categories in which to
represent our defect structures.

I A particular 2-category represents the ‘model of computation’,
or the ‘theory of physics’, in which we choose to work.

I Computational tasks can be described abstractly as equations
involving our defect structures.

I Performing a task concretely means finding a solution to the
equation in the appropriate 2-category.
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Classical computation

The 2-category 2Gpd is a model for classical computation.

Definition. The 2-category 2Gpd is built from the following data:

I 0-cells are groupoids G, H, . . .

I 1-cells S : G → H are groupoid bimodules, given by functors

S : Hop × G → Set

I 2-cells μ : S ⇒ T are compatible families of spans of sets, given
by natural transformations

μ : S × T ⇒ N

where N is the constant functor on the natural numbers.

In fact, this 2-category gives a model for the thermodynamics of
computation—we can track the ‘heat’ produced by our computations.

Conjecture. The 2-category 2Gpd is symmetric monoidal.
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This heuristic equation represents encrypted communication:
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creation of correlated
private keys
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creation of
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decoded
messageaddition mod 2

1 bit

1 bit

1 bit (plus heat!)

addition mod 2

(0,0) or (1,1) 1 bit

We replace it with a rigorous equation involving defects between 1d
and 2d topological cobordisms.

Theorem. Solutions to this equation in 2Gpd correspond exactly
to secure one-time-pad encryption schemes.
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Quantum computation

The 2-category 2Hilb is a model for quantum computation.

Definition. The symmetric monoidal 2-category 2Hilb is built
from the following structures:

I 0-cells are C-linear categories

I 1-cells are linear functors

I 2-cells are natural transformations

This is equivalent to the 2-category Alg of algebras, bimodules and
bimodule homomorphisms.

It is a standard target 2-category in higher representation theory.
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Quantum teleportation

This heuristic equation represents quantum teleportation:

=
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Again, we replace it with an equation involving topological defects.

Theorem. Solutions of this equation in 2Hilb correspond exactly
to implementations of quantum teleportation.
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Dense coding

This equation describes dense coding :

n2 n n

n2

= n2

It describes the transmission of data through a channel with only
half the apparent required capacity!

Theorem. Solutions of this equation in 2Hilb correspond exactly
to implementations of quantum dense coding.

The equation also has classical solutions, which seem to be new.
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Quantization

There is a quantization 2-functor

2Gpd
Q
→ 2Hilb

taking groupoids to their categories of representations.

Theorem. The 2-functor Q maps encrypted communication into
quantum teleportation.

This gives the first functorial combinatorial model for quantum
teleportation.
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Further directions
I Some mathematical details need to be checked:

• Is 2Gpd a symmetric monoidal 2-category?
• Is Q : 2Gpd → 2Hilb a symmetric monoidal 2-functor?

I Is there a geometrical interpretation of the algebraic properties
of these defects?

I What do defects between higher-dimensional cobordisms
represent?
• In 3d, can describe teleportation of particles in quantum

field theory (with Bruce Bartlett and Chris Douglas.)

I Connects low-dimensional topology to foundational issues in
computer science:
• What are the conditional operations in thermodynamics?
• Is measurement unitary in quantum physics?

Thank you!


